<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sunday</th>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
<th>Saturday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 9          | Lecture- 10:00am-11:30am Dixon Hall 207  
Orientation- 11:45am-12:45pm Boggs 104  
Lab- 1:00pm-3:30pm Dixon Hall 207  
Splash Card Pickup- 3:45pm LBC 107  
Optional Lab Tour (Dr. Don Gaver)- 4:00pm-4:30pm Boggs 538  
Optional Lab Tour (Dr. Russ Schmehl)- 4:30pm-5:00pm Stern 5063 | Lecture- 10:00am-11:30am Dixon Hall 207  
L&L (Associate Dean Undergraduate Programs)- 11:45am-12:45pm Jones 204  
Lab- 1:00pm-3:30pm Dixon Hall 207  
Campus Tour- 3:45pm-5:15pm Gibson | Lecture- 10:00am-11:30am Dixon Hall 207  
L&L (SSE Student Panel)- 11:45am-12:45pm Boggs 105  
Lab- 1:00pm-3:30pm Dixon Hall 207  
Optional Lab Tour (Dr. Schrader)- 3:30pm-4:00pm Stern 1009  
Optional Lab Tour (Dr. Tasker)- 4:00pm-4:30pm Stern 1007 | Lecture- 10:00am-11:30am Dixon Hall 207  
L&L (SSE Board Member)- 11:45am-12:45pm Jones 204  
Lab- 1:00pm-3:30pm Dixon Hall 207  
Optional Lab Tour (Dr. Kristin Miller)- 3:30pm-4:00pm Boggs 240 | Lecture- 10:00am-11:30am Dixon Hall 207  
Lab- 1:00pm-3:30pm Dixon Hall 207  
Optional Lab Tour (Dr. Cynthia Ebinger)- 3:30pm-4:00pm Stanley Thomas 417 | Lecture- 10:00am-11:30am Dixon Hall 207  
Lab- 1:00pm-3:30pm Dixon Hall 207  
Optional Lab Tour (Dr. Thomas Sherry)- 3:30pm-4:00pm Stern 4022  
Optional Lab Tour (MakerSpace)- 4:00pm-4:30pm MakerSpace |
| 10         |                         |                              |                             |                          |                         |                         |
| 11         |                         |                              |                             |                          |                         |                         |
| 12         |                         |                              |                             |                          |                         |                         |
| 13         |                         |                              |                             |                          |                         |                         |
| 14         |                         |                              |                             |                          |                         |                         |
| 15         |                         |                              |                             |                          |                         |                         |
| 16         | Lecture- 10:00am-11:30am Dixon Hall 207  
Lab- 1:00pm-3:30pm Dixon Hall 207  
Optional Lab Tour (Electron Microscopy Center)- 3:30pm-4:00pm Stern 3001  
Optional Lab Tour (Dr. Dan Shantz)- 4:00pm-4:30pm Flower Hall 304 | Lecture- 10:00am-11:30am Dixon Hall 207  
L&L (Academic Advising & Honors Program)- 11:45am-12:45pm Boggs 105  
Lab- 1:00pm-3:30pm Dixon Hall 207 | Lecture- 10:00am-11:30am Dixon Hall 207  
L&L (Rick Isherwood-Technical Manager-UOP)- 11:45am-12:45pm Boggs 104  
Lab- 1:00pm-3:30pm Dixon Hall 207 | Lecture- 10:00am-11:30am Dixon Hall 207  
L&L (SSE Board Member)- 11:45am-12:45pm Boggs 104  
Lab- 1:00pm-3:30pm Dixon Hall 207  
Optional Lab Tour (Dr. Nich Sandoval)- 4:00pm-4:30pm Boggs 338 | Lecture- 10:00am-11:30am Dixon Hall 207  
Lab- 1:00pm-3:30pm Dixon Hall 207  
Optional Lab Tour (Dr. Thomas Sherry)- 3:30pm-4:00pm Stern 4022  
Optional Lab Tour (MakerSpace)- 4:00pm-4:30pm MakerSpace | Lecture- 10:00am-11:30am Dixon Hall 207  
Lab- 1:00pm-3:30pm Dixon Hall 207  
Optional Lab Tour (Dr. Thomas Sherry)- 3:30pm-4:00pm Stern 4022  
Optional Lab Tour (MakerSpace)- 4:00pm-4:30pm MakerSpace | Lecture- 10:00am-11:30am Dixon Hall 207  
Lab- 1:00pm-3:30pm Dixon Hall 207  
Optional Lab Tour (Dr. Thomas Sherry)- 3:30pm-4:00pm Stern 4022  
Optional Lab Tour (MakerSpace)- 4:00pm-4:30pm MakerSpace |